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In the nineteenth century there has been an 
increasing interest in the comparative study of 
literature, through the increased importance of 
internationalism and through the work of educational 
institutions. For these reasons, it seems worth 
whil e to know the pl a.c e a great Engl i sh a.u tho r holds 
in the mind of a nation as important in internation-
al affairs as France. The endea,ror in thiA paper 
i a to show, from available Fr en ch cri ti ci em, the 
place of Walt er Seo t t in France. 
The subject was suggested by Professors. L. 
Whitcomb of the English Depart~ent. The writer 
wishes to thank him for assistance in the preparation 
of this paper; and to thank Miss Eugenie Galloo, Head 
of the Department of Romance Languages and I,iteratures, 
for valuable suggestions as to sources. 
G. E. L. 
I,awrence, Kansas. 
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FR "SNCH CHI TI CI SM OF WALT!ilt SCO'fT 
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Scott's Place in European Literature---Nature of 
French _Criticism in the Uinet'eenth Century. 
When Hans Christian Andersen first arrived in 
Copenhagen, he was often without sufficient money for 
a meal, but with the few cents he possessed, he 
obtained from a library one of Walter Scott's noYel s 
and reading it forgot hunger and cold and felt himself 
1 
rich and happy. Goethe al so was much pl eased with 
the noYel s and intended to read Scott's best no'7el s 
in succession. ··All is great' rt h~ saii.d, "material J 
import, characters, execution, ancl then what infinite 
diligence in the preparatory studies! 
2 
detail in executionl" 
What truth of 
Walter Scott was satisfied that h~s genius should 
fl ow naturally. And the consequence is that it was 
...................................................... 
1. Andersen: Correspondence. 204. 
2. Goethe: ConYersations. II, 364. 
never checked, that it flows still for us with all its 
spontaneous charm, and that it will f_low on for ages 
3 
~o come. nscott's romances in prose and verse are still 
so universally known as to make any review of them 
here indi .. lidually, a.n impertinence. Thei:i. .. impact on 
contemporary Europe was instantaneous and wide spread. 
'There is no record e.l sewhere in li te:r-ury hi story of 
such success. Their immense sales, the innumerable 
editions, and the translations and imitations of them, 
4 
are matters of familiar lmowl edge!~• As the creator 
of the historical novel and the ancestor of K.ingsl ey, 
Ainsworth, Bul wer, G. P. R. James; of filanzoni, Frey-
tag, Hugo, Merim6e, Dumas, Alexis Tol stoi, and a ho st 
of others at l1ome and abroad, his exarnpl e is potent 
5 
yet. 
Scherer says, "It was Walter Scott's great example 
which, in the second decade of this century, first 
made conscientious faithfulness and study of details 
6 
the rule in historical novel writingu. But whatever 
rank may be ultimately assigned to the historical 
novel as an art form, Continental critics are at one 
••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. •••••••• l9t ••••• 
3. Saintsbury: Famous Scots. 
4. Henry A. Beers: A History of mglish Romanti-
cism in the Nineteenth Century. 28. 
5. Ibid., 30 • 
6. ~._, 167. 
:a 
with the British in er editing its invent.ion to Scott. 
"It is an error," says Heine, "not to recognize 'Nal ter 
Scott as t!le founder of the so-called :1i stori cal 
romance, and to endeavor to trace it to German imita-
ti oh." 'fhe one point at w!1i ch the English moYement 
outweighed the German was Vval ter Scott whose creati-:re 
vigor and fertility made an impact upon the minds of 
Europe to which the romantic literature of the Con-
7 
tinent affords no counterpart. 
Spain al so came, in time, to have her own Byron 
and her own Scott; the former in Josi de Espronceda, 
author of The Student of Salamanca, who resided for a 
time in London; the latter in Jos~ Zorrilla, whose 
Granada, Legends of the Cid were popular for the same 
reason that Uarmion and The 1,ady of t.he Lake were 
popular; for their revi:vaL .. of . ,riational 1 egencls in a 
8 
po eu1 both simple and picturesque. 11 
In Russia the study of English Literature and 
poetry was, until a comparati"1ely recent. date, some-
what inadequate and fragmentary. The subject was not 
considered in its completeness nor was any individual 
work studied in its entirety. Before the ad"rent of 
.................................................... 
? • Henry A. Beers: A Hi story of :sngl i sh Roman ti ci sm 
in the Hin et eenth Century. 158. 
8. .lli.2. ._, 24 6. 
:Byron, Walt er Seo tt was for many years the only 
9 
English author at all generally known. "Hetween 
1830 and 1840, the no"!el, as exemplified in the works 
of Zagoskine, ••••• Pavlov, Bestoujev, and Pogodine, 
drew more and more to the front in I.literature. Some 
of these writers were still unconscious Romanticists, 
10 
imitators of Sir Walter Scott." 
Literary criticism in the eighteenth century fiad 
been the criticism of taste or the criticism of dogm~. 
In the nineteenth century, it became na.turalistic-·--a 
natural hi story of individual minds and their products, 
a natural history of works of art as formed or modified 
by social, political, and moral en"!ironments and by the 
tendencies of races. Thi s , in fact , i s th e c r i ti ci. sm 
of human na.tur e as a whole. Of this t~eory of criti-
cism, Sainte-Beuve, one of the greatest of French 
critics, says: "In the range of criticism and literary 
history, there is no reading, it seems to me, more en-
tertaining, enjoyable, and at the same time instructive 
in every way, than good lives of great men; not shal-
low and dry biographies, scanty yet pretentious notices. 
where the writer thinks only of shining, and where . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9. Waliszewski: History of Russian Literature.230. 
10. ~., 246. 
10 
e.,,ery paragraph is pointed with an epigram. I mean 
broad, copious, even diffuse histories of a man and 
his works: biographies that enter into an author, 
produce him under all his different aspects. make him 
live, speak, move as he must have done in life; follow 
him into his home, into his domestic manners and cus-
toms, as far as po -ssible connect him on all sides with 
this earth, with real existence, with the e-..1ery day 
habits on which great men depend no less than the rest 
of us." Such criticism must inevitably have followed 
the growth of the comparative study of literature in 
an age dominated by the scientific spirit. With this 
knowledge of the French attitude toward cri ti ci s111 in 
the nineteenth century, we turn to French criticism 




Ancestry---Interests and Education of his Youth---
Interests of his Later Years---His Death. 
Sir WaJ,ter Scott came of a Yery old Scotch family. 
His grandfather was a prosperous farmer and his father 
was a member of the bar, being a writ er to the Signet. 
To his mother, who was refined and educated, he owed 
11 
his brilliant and natural qualities. 
At an early age, Scott knew all the poetry of his 
beautiful country, its interesting excursions, and the 
1 egends. There we1·e still li .. :ing many from whom he 
could hear incidents of the old life. He was still 
near enough to the old days to read their stories or 
hear the ball ads sung. He Knew al so the works of 
12 
Beattie and the songs of Burns. Much of his early 
life was spent enjoying the beau ti es of Scotch sceriery 
and life in the hills. Taste and circumstance, there-
fore. had made Scott an Antiquary. To this taste for 
the old was added the great gift of story-telling • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
11. Sainte-Beuve: Premiers Lundi s. ·II, 113. 
12. ~· 
12 
.Maigron soye, "La nature l 'avait ere{ conteur". 
There was nothing Scott liked better than to sit for 
hours telling stories to his acquaintances and he 
recited old verses not only to them but to all those 
13 
who wished to hear him. At an ea.rly age he b ega.n 
to read books from which he gained a remarkable fund 
of general knowledge. However, he seems to have pa.id 
little attention to regular studies. Together with 
his comrades, he studied German_, in which literature 
14 
Bt1rger' s ball ads pl ea.Red him a.bo~re all other works. 
To him the most important hours were those spent in 
rambling through old Border towns. vi siting ruins, and 
pouring o Yer boo Ks. 
At the age of sixteen. Scott's father took him into 
his office as writer to the Signet. This work did not 
pl ease him; yet later he became an AdYocate, and a very 
successful one. In spite of all this, however. he 
felt an irresi sti bl e attraction towards literature. 
In this he was much benefited by the great store· of 
romantic 1 egends which he had been gathering on long 
excursions in to all parts of Seo tl and. Oft en on th~se 
excursions he would change his route to see an old 
Gothic ruin • In his day the memorials of the past had 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·-.............................. . 
13. Taine: Li t t er at ur e An gl ai s e. IV , 29 8. 
14. Sainie-Beuve: Premiers Lundis. II, 113. 
13 
not yet disappeared. There were castles, fortresses, 
and abbeys still standing, as well as regions in which 
the old customs of early times remained. 11.adame de 
Sta~l said, that Scott preferred. the most insignifi-
cant ruin to a place which offered him natural beau-
ti es alone. Influenced by this same love for the olcl 
and the Gothic, he built Abbotsford as a sort of 
feudal manor. Here everyon:e 0 was welcome, lrlen of all 
countries and conditions. ~. S~uel speaks of Abbots-
ford as a place of pilgrimage for the adrnir~rs of the 
Romancer, who belonged to all ranks of so ci 8tY and to 
15 
all 11ationaJ.i ti es. Scott wished to be thought of 
as a gentl er!lan, as the Lord of Abbotsford rather than 
16 
as an author. 
The hostess of the feudal manor whom he had met on 
a ·risit to the poetic English Lakes was the daughter 
1 t1 
of a French refugee, Jea? Carpentier. 1'heir 1 if e 
was happy and undisturbed, owing perhaps to Scott's 
good nature and happy temperament. Taine wri t"es of 
him, "il est bon protestant, bon mari, bon p~re, tres 
moral". Scott was more than fifty wnen he lost his 
for tun es and M. Va.lb er t w1·i t es thus of the touching 
scenes of his last years: 'When Scott returned to 
...................................................... 
15. 1. e Grand Ency cl opedi e: Samuel·, Walt er Seo tt. 
16. ~-
14 
Abbotsford after a journey taken for his heal th, he 
was only a shadow of himself. He walked among his 
gardens and admired all. But when he returned to 
his work, he could not write, his head fell upon his 
breast and great tears ran down his ch eeks. He was 
carried to his room, which he hardly left again before 
17 
his death. 
Seo t t' s death was an important eYen t---on e could 
al mo st say a public grief in .li'ranc e. During his 
long suffering, the French journals published every 
day a bulletin of his condition. All the arti cl AS 
inspired by his death were filled with a sincere, 
18 
oft en profound emotion. Sainte-BeuYe said, 'This 
is not a sorrow for England only; it is a sorrow for 
France and for the civilized world, to which Walter 
Scott, more than any other writer of th~ time, has 
19 
been a mar-rrelous ~ncha.nter and amiable benefactor'. 
"" The Consti tutioneJ. of Sept~.mber 30, 1832, adds, "il a r-
enfin ache17'~ de mourir. Sa ~1i e est rempli e, s~ 
' u ,/, t . gloi're complete ...... n gen1 e aussi ~ras e, aussi. 
,,ari e', aussi at tachant, est un bi erSai t pour 1 e si ~cl e 
auquel il ~choit comme un don providentiel." But the 
...................................................... 
17. val bert: ReYue des deux Mandes. July 1, 1892. 
18. Maigron. 123. --- ----
19. Sainte-EeuYe: Prenliers liundis. II, 108. 
15 
highest and most touching praise was that given by the 
Revue~ Paris deploring this great loss. Fir st is a 
tribute to Scott: ••I1 meurt immortel par son nom, et 
pur dan s sa vie". '11 0 this the Revue adds the same 
thought expresaecl by all, that the entire world should 
carry the gri~f of this man's death. It adds further, 
•That which the English have said of our Noliere, that 
he belongs not only to France but to all civilized 
nations, we wish to say of th'=ir Walter Scott. But 
we are especially anxious to declare that of all 
foreign writ er s, Walt er Seo tt is the one who has been 
most easily naturalized with us, and the one who has 
20 
. d. " most readily triumphed oirer all national preJU ices • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
20. Revue~ Paris. September, 1838. 
Chapter III , 
SCOTT---THE POET 
His Art---Hi s Success---Hi a Inf1 ue,nc e. 
The French seem to ha"'le been chiefly interested 
16 
in Scott as a poet in connection with Byron, Southey, 
or some other popular English po et; and in the r ela-
tion of his poetic art to that of his prose work. 
Scott spent much of his youth in reading the 
21 
1 eg ends compil ed by Bishop P. er cy from which he drew 
the inspiration for publishing a similar work, the 
Minstrel siY of the Border. The Revue ~ ~ .Mondes 
says, 'It is evident that the work of Bi shop Percy 
on the ancient ball ads has been the source from which 
Scott gained his first inspiration. 3 co t t ' s b al 1 ad s 
were in the style and :thythm of old popular songs. 
The same thought and veneration for ancient times, the 
same study of costumes and characters which made the 
success of the poems secured the success of the novels, 
but in these the details of character a.re more finely 
drawn, the pas sag es truer. ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
21. Taine: Li tt6rature Anglai se, IV, 298. 
l? 
In spea.i<:ing of Scott's poems and no".tels, Taine 
writ es, 'The Lady of the Lake, Marmion, The Lord of 
tile Isl es, The Fair Maid of Perth, Old Mortality, 
Ivanhoe, Quentin Durward, who does not know by heart 
all these names? t Of their historical value he says, 
'All these pictures of a distant age are false. 
Costumes, scenery, externals alone are exact; actions, 
speech, sentiments, all tne rest, is ciYilized, em-
bellished, arranged in mudern guise•. Scott is the 
po et of lords and monarchs and al so the po et of 
peasant, of sol di er, of artisan. He wished to arouse 
the intellect, to stimulate t~'le reader to a desire to 
know the heart of his charact~rs and in this he was 
successful. 1~he characters, great and small, act as 
one feels they should a.ct under the circumstances and 
are truly characters of their own age. In hi s po p,m s , 
as in his novels, the Scotch author shows himsflJ.f 
original in the characters, true in discourse, and 
faithful in de scri pti on. That which esp ~ci ally. dis tin-
gui sh~ s his talent is the art with which he disposes 
of the contrasts which ought to ser"re as shadows in 
his picture. To him each object is important, the 
small est detail is ne .. rer useless and that which seems 
especially superfluous becomes most necessary. The 
important value is the faithful painting of Scotch 
18 
customs. It is nature which cannot be found else-
where, it is the truth of his dial ogu'=s, of his des-
criptions. When his po ems lack the general interest 
whi ch we 1 i k e ·r. 0 find in the cl as si c s ' i t i 8 suppl i ed 
by the interest of the man.Lent, which prolongs the 
22 
curiosity without pro7oking impatience. The reader 
is carried along by the ardor and impetus of his style 
of writing. 
Of this style, Val bert says: 'In judging of certain 
passages of Scott ts Journal one is able to imagine 
that poetry is for this Scotchman only a sort of 
industry a little more refined than the others'. Yet 
without hesitation he has been placed abo .. 1e Byron by 
many French critics, and his influence has been very 
great. But influences of great currents of thought 
ha~re fall en upon France from every side. It is 
necessary, therefore, to credit a part of this foreign 
influence to Shakespeare, Byron, Schill er, and es-
peciall .. v to Goethe. One is able to say tha.t Goethe 
and Byron have been the exponents of sensibility; 
Sc hi 11 er and 8 co t t o f i magi nation • Yet none, more 
than Scott, not eYen Byron, has enjoyed such con ti nu-
ous appreciation with both French Romantic poets and 
23 
al so the French reading public. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 2. L!i n er v e Li t t er air e. I , 3 0 5 • 
23. :Emile Faguet. 
Doudan, in a letter to his brother, writes 
cone erning Seo t t' s ability to portray real 1 if e and 
says at the close, 'I. .. es Ivanhoe, I.a Fianc~e de 
19 
Larn.mermoQr, Marimon, et, se tu ne l' admire point, ne 
24 
m' ecris de ta vie'. Simond visited Loch Katrine 
and spent eight hours in that place • . celebrat.eP.,he 
says, for its picturesque beauties and by the po em of 
Scott more picturesque yet. Scott has placed upon 
its bank and in the neighboring regions the scene of 
his 1 ast work, The Lady of the La~e. In the follow-
ing statement, 'l,he Journal ~ Debats echo es the 
feeling of all France: 'Gne awaits with lively 
impa ti enc e the pl acing on sale of the second book of 
poetic novels of Walter Gcott. The success which 
Matilde of noke.bY. obtained should assure Marmion the 
85 
same popularity • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
24. Lettres. I, 138. 
25. Maigron: footnote. 10?. 
{The phrase "poetic novels" refers to Scott's 
narrative po ems.J 
20 
Chapte1· IV 
SCOTT-- -HISTORICAL NOVEL! ST 
The Historical Novel before Scott---scott as the 
Founder of the Real Historical Nov-el---Influences 
Shaping his Work in this Field---Organization of 
the Real Historical NoYel. 
From the French point of "'Ti ew, Scott was the 
founder of the Romantic School,.which had such great 
influence in France. Many of the French writers of 
repute---Victor Hugo, Alexander Dumas-pere, M;rime'e, 
Chat.eaubria.nd, and especially Balzac---took him a.s 
th ei r mo d el • Yet historlca1 noYeJ.s were not 
lacking in France before Scott. There was the 
Cleopatra of I.a Calprenede or his Pharamond, 
the 
Memoirs d' un Hamme de ctual it I. by" Abb~ Prevo st, or 
even Gil Blas of I.esage. Women especially had- tried 
their hand at this form of novel. Madame de La 
Fayette, the author of Zaide and La ·Princesse de 
Cl eves; in the seyenteen th century; in the eighteenth 
century i\fiademoisell e de La Force, Madame de Fontaine, 
Madame de 'r encin, and lfadamoi sell e de Lussan. Their 
object had been, howeYer, to popularize or make 
21 
romantic the data of history, as Bruneti'ere says. e"T1en 
when thE;>' had not made use of hi story as an easy pre-
text to spare themsel "Ttes the 1 abor of invention. He 
al so says, 'If the sense of hi story consists in the 
perception of differences which distinguish epochs, 
in the thorough knowledge of characteristic detail, 
and especially in the knowl ed~e of the bearing of 
amann erstt upon customs, usages, and 1 aws, it may be 
truly said that this is what novelists before Walter 
Scott, and hi storia.ns themsel ~res did not possess before 
26 
Chat eauori and' • History was for them only an 
accessory, a useless one, and one which might be de-
tached without gr P.at damage to the no"T1el. History 
should be treated for itself and not relegated to the 
unworthy role of embellishment. ':rne ari sto era tic 
character of liteJ.. .. aiure had kept the noY~l from 
representing life, certain details were considered 
Yul gar, details which were unworthy the artist and 
with which it was thought the reader was so familiar 
that they would be tedious to him. Hut these are the 
details most expressive of real life. 
There were three types of no .. 1el before the 
22 
historical, which presented these realistic details in 
varying degrees. Th e f i r st was the i d eal i st i c no .. , el ; 
then came the r eali sti c type, in which hi story was for 
the author merely a pretext by which he mi~ht give to 
his novels historical names, owing perhaps to the fact 
that in them were e .. rents or characters of which his-
tory speaks. Secrets of history, love affair~, 
intrigues, were trE=?ated in a conventiotial manner, with 
the mo st e;ruel mono tony. Th ere are al ways the same 
scenes of adventure after some pages more or 1 ess 
historic. As an example, one has only to read the 
'insipid trash t of Durand_, de Vill edi eu, "e tutte 
27 
q uall :. e" • 
J4'rom La Calprenede to Madame de Genli s, for two 
centuries, there had been no progres<3 and the last 
work was as far from the good historical no7el as its 
i 11 us trio us an c est o r s. There was the same profound 
ignorance of history, the same systematic disfig':lr-
ation in their treatment of history---as an aid and 
not for its own sake. Yet, in spite of all this, one 
of the important characteri sties of the historical 
novel is in the works of this group. It was never 
the contemporary age, nor modern times, but on the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
27. Maigron: Le Roman HiBterique, Cf._for a 
detailed. discussion uf the id~alistic, realis-
tic, and picturesque noYel and their rela-
tions to the historical novel. 
23 
contrary the past centuries from which they chose 
their scenes. However, the,y 1 acked the sentiment of 
hi story and even exactness. 
Chateaubriand was the first writer in J''rance to 
haY e a pro fo'1md s8n s e of history. ~ven th~ historians 
of the nineteen th century saluted him as their guide. 
It was with him that local color was truly established 
in literature, though it was not entirely lacking in 
I the works of Georges de Scudery. But it had been 
treated abstractly and used for painting c!1aracters 
isolated from local circumstances. Chateaubriand 
attempts to gi .. _,.e a faithful image of man with all the 
differences which race, climate, civ'ilization have 
brought about in his itnel:l ect and heart. 
'l'he hour had not yet arrived in v1hich writers ha.d 
discovered that the historian, po et, and novelist must 
be faithful ·to customs, 0ostumes, and all local 
values. Maigron says the historical no7el 'lack~d a 
man who from :his earliest years was familiar with 
hi story and with all the poetic side of hi story, with 
that mixture of false and true which forms the 
treasure of 1 eg end; for whom t:ie past life with the 
pell-mell of its 1 east details and practices and 
ordinary customs was al so real, as 1 i ~ring as the 
24 
present; whos~ imagination was naturally turned 
towards arcnaeology and. who could "Ti vidly experience 
for himself and portrp.y for others the particular 
charm of old stories, old 1 eg ends, old castles, and 
old armour; a man, capa'bl e of translating all these 
for us in a narrative more enjoyable than learned_, 
with the sole ambition of interesting by t:'1.e rapid-
i ty, h1.m1or, and cordiality of !1i s paintings. He 
came, but from the other side of the r.hann~J., and he 
28 
was Sir Walt er Seo tt •. 
The real :1i stori cal no Yel is indeed the work of 
Scott. It belonged to him as tragedy to Corneille, 
comedy to ]Coli ere, and t:1.e fable to Lafontaine. He 
gave it form and life and made it enter into litera-
ture, a type of no~1el which before was uncertain, 
undetermined, and a hybrid. He united, and to an 
eminent degree, all the qualities of the three groups-
88 
realistic, i:ieali stic, and t.a.e picturesque. 
Taine, in discussing Scott's love for the past, 
remarks: •He had de~rel.uped a passion for the country, 
especially the historical regions, ~nd travelled 
every year for seven years in the wild. district of 
Liddendale 1 exploring every strP-am Rnd e"'rery ruin;· 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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sl ee:ping in shephe:ods' huts, el eaning ballads and 
1 eg ends. Beneath the lo~rer of· the Tfid.dl e .Aces we 
find first the prudent. Seo tchman, an att en ti Ye 
obserYer, whose sagacity has become sharpened by his 
f amil i ari ty with 1 aw; a good man, easy and Bay as 
beseE>..ms the national character, so different from the 
English'. Taine adds: 'In addition to a mind of 
this kind, he had all-discerning 0 yes, an all-1·etain-
ing memory, a ceas~less studiousness which compre-
29 
hended the whole of Seo t1 and.' One of the editors 
of the R~ ~ ~ 1'11ondes says in a footnote to an 
article by Allan Cunningham, 'It is useless to add to 
this brilliant appreciation of Scott. But I do not 
think, lil<:e Allan Cunningham, that imagination is the 
distinctive chnracteristic of Scott's force of in-
One finds more powei· of memory and 
observation than of imagination.' 
General conditions in Engl and at this time al so 
in fl uenc ed Seo tt. For more than a i1alf centu17 an 
irresistible current turned ~nglish LiteratLlre towards 
the things of the Middle Ages. Horace Walpole, Clara 
Hee.,1e, Anne Radcliffe, and many others had given ta 
30 
place of honor to the Gothic.' 
26 
All of t~-iese quali ti es---memory, vbserration, 
under stand.ing of human nature, 1 o"le uf past ages, and 
great imagination---mart.~ Scott the successful organiz-
er of t:i e real historical no '7 el • In this new or6aniz-
ation, t!le first point of importance was t:he new role 
of history, especially t.he historical value!3 in the 
cilaract ers. The French Critics cenerall.Y agree that 
history before Scott was only an embellishment or pre-
text by which the no"reli sts might give to their works 
an hi stori caJ. name. But in Scott it is history ~or 
it. s own sake and hi '3to ry alone. History is given the 
first place and sentiment or intrigue the second. It 
is indeed the essential and distinctive characteristic 
of the Waverl.ey Novels. 
The mi stake of making the historical figures the 
principal characters is ne~,rer made. 
'An importantJ materia11 and striking proof of this is 
in tbe very titles of t:'le works. He ne·rer· names . them 
~fter the great characters introduced. I t i s I v anho e 
and not 'The Return of Richard', Kenilworth and not 
• El i z ab e th o f Engl and ' ; i t i s The Ab l>o t and not 
Stuart'; Quentin Durward and not 'Louis xr.• 31 
'Mary 
But 
sometimes, continues Maigron, Scott permits the his-
torical characters to occupy for an instant the first 
...................................................... 
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place and the first role, as for exarnpl e, IJoui s XI in 
Q,uentin Durward; Mary Stuart in The Abbot; :5Il.izabeth 
in Kenilworth. But this is rather exceptional in the 
work of Scott and tl1ere is always some special explana-
ti on for it. 
The French critic con ti naes, 'Seo tt' e pictures are 
all founded upon reality. In his no .. rel s that which 
is not true seems to be true and when it is not history 
of men it is hi story of the human heart. Loui a XI 
and Mary Stuart we find as true in the novel as in 
the most exact and faithfUl of histories, and it is 
needless to say that they are distinctly more animated 
and 1 i vely. We see the King of France in his tra-
di ti onal costume but the mast P.rpi ec e o.f mast erpi ec es, 
the marYel of mar .. 1el s, is the p~rtrai t of Mary Stuart. 
Grae e, charm, joy, and energyJ he .nas expressed all in 
32 
perfect harmony and with truth and life. t 
Alexander Dumas, in his Memoirs, says, 'Walter 
Scott is, I believe, the flrst who has held, with some 
success, to t!1e painting of customs and historic events 
in the form of an imaginary intrigue. He is the 
true creator of the type of novel which makes use of 
.................................................... 
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facts in hi story instead of seeking only names. Few 
historians are as faithful as t.hi s rornanc er. His 
compositions ha7e the minutest exactitude of chroni-
cl es, the majestic grandeur of hi story. and the inter-
est of a novel. T~aere is as much history in the 
novels of Scott as in the majol'i ty of histories and 
33 
hi storigraphi e3.' Another Frenchman writ e;s, 'L' 
34 
hi stoire, ell e aussi, dut oea.ucoup a Walter Scott'. 
The fact that Scott placed his scenes and char-
acters in a real age of the past was a noYel ty in the 
historical novel. 01 d Mo rt al i ty , The Leg end of 
Montrose, Woodstock, The Fortunes of Nigel, Peveril 
of tne Peak, haYe for u. oackground the seventh century; 
with The Monastery, The Abbot, Kenilworth, we go back 
to t:ie sixteenth century; Q,ueutin vurward, Anne of 
G~ierstein carry us bacl{ to the fifteenth century; and 
it is the ep~ ch of the twelfth century or e .. 1en pre-
ceding ages which called forth Ivanhoe, The Bri1e of 
35 
Lammermoor, and Count Robert of Paris. He has, 
besides, placed u.pon his novels the color of the age 
in which he has portrayed them. 
To Victor Hugo the works of Scott have a didactic 
..................................................... 
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element. This is especially shown in Q,uentin Durward. 
The author, says Hugo, seems to show how loyalty, e .. 1en 
in an obscure being, young and poor, arri1es more 
sur:e}y at its goal than perfidy aided by all the 
resources of power, riches, and experience. The 
first role is given to Ci,uent'in Durward, an orphan 
cast into an unknown world unprotected except by his 
own strength and resouraefulnes~. The second 
importan~ character is Loui a XI, a 
king more adroit than the most adroit courtesan. 
These two cb.aracte1~s, so different, react ·one upon the 
ot!ler in such manner as to express the fundamental 
idea of the work with singular truth. Hugo adds 
another 1 esson wr1ich may be drawn from the same no"lel; 
that prudence is stronger than audaci"ty, which is 
shewn in th e m ee ti n g o f Lo u.i s XI wi th the Duke of 
Burgundy. One is m!i"bi tious, d.espotic; the other a 
tyrant, hard, and warlike. Louis XI puts himself 
into the hands ') Of the Duke of Burgundy, thinking by 
36 
his very audacity to gain his point. 
Li terat1ire before Walter Seo tt was irery ari sto-
era tic. Details of real life were considered un-
wort~y of a place in literature and the characters 
.................................................. 
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themselYes were usually aristocratic, or at least not 
37 
common people. Tnerefore, the democratic element 
in Scott's novels was another new feature. Ile makea 
a various crowd brilliant in their costwnes and be-
long_;_ng to all subdi Yi sions of humanity pass before 
38 
your eyes. The crowd also becomes an important 
part of the no"'..rel. tThe rol~ of Gurth is almo~t as 
important as that of his master Cedric. Wamba i a as 
often in t:'le scene as the Templar. and Richard the 
I.ion-Hearted is far from eclipsing Robin Hood. Locl<:s-
1 ey, and his worthy co1npani'on in arms, the happy her-
mit of Copmanhurst. Scott tried to give an image of 
a· society or of an epoch as·complete as possible by 
39 
bringing out all the groups and all the classes.' 
Til.is demo.cratic feature of the noYel was continued by 
Di clcens. Gf t.hi s r eJ. ati on between the two no ··rel i st s, 
Emile Faguet says: ''The English no·1el recreated by_ 
this great master (Scott) was worthily continued by 
Dickens, both sentimentalist and humorist,· a jesting 
though genial delineator of the English middle class 
40 
and an accurate and sympathetic portrayer of the poor.' 
'In the coziiposition of his novels. Scott had no 
par ti cul ar method • He meditated long on his subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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but. never made a pl an. He ne"re:c had the 1 east i :iea 
how he was to begin his story. Val bert quotes Scott 
hirfis elf upon this point: t My only purpose has al ways 
been to make interesting or amusL1g the chapter which 
I ha-ve written and abandon t:1e rest to destiny'. 
VaJ. bert says further 'He tlid not revise and was often 
reproached. for this by his son-in-law. He belie"red 
that each man has his ovm par ti cul ar method of 
41 
expriiessing himself which is good if it is natural.' 
To him art was merely an instrument oy which the human 
heart could be made to feel asto·ni shment, joy, pity, 
and terror; to fllrni sh us with emotions as well as to 
calm them. The question of execution, of form, have 
in hi a eyes only a mediocre importance. A machinest 
knows exactly the :power of. his machine and the amount 
of work it is able to furnish in a day. Walt er Scott 
knew exactly the number of pages he couJ.d write ''from 
the rising to the setting of the sun". 
In this connection 3al.zac declared: 'In the minds 
of all no .. tP.l makers the plan of Kenilworth is the 
grandest, the most complete and extraordinary of all. 
It is tl'le masterpiece from this point of view as St. 
Ronan' s Well is the masterpiece in detail and patient 
32 
finish; The Chronicles of the Cano~gate is the 
mast erpi ec e for sen ti men t; Ivanhoe the historical 
masterpiece; The Antiquary for poet;cy; and The Hen.rt 
of 1lidlothian for interest.' 
Many times Scott's editors wished to correct some 
passages in the novels but to this he objected. He 
did not take the public too seriously but considered 
it only the slave of fashion. But. nevertheless, he 
was very successful and especially so in his char-
act eri za ti on. 
Scott's great originality has been always to sub-
ordinate the indiYidual character to the royal func-
tion. Louis XI is defiant, tyrannical, but he makes 
use of tb.ese quali ti 95 in enlarging his domain; 
Elizabeth ilesi tat es to give her .hand to IJeicester, but 
42 
is this womanly subtlety or political calculation? 
Louis XI do es not forget even in the hut that he is 
King of France. Maria Stuart, when in captivity at 
Lo chl even, do es not forget that she is yet Q,ueen of 
Seo tl and. It is the first time that historical char-
42 
acters recall that they are historical characters. 
The Church is not lP-ss neatly characterized than the 
nobility. All the qualities of the· new no .. ,el, says 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Maigron, are found united in Ivanhoe. There is not a 
character who does not :r·epresent a class of society of 
that epoch. There is the beautiful drama, the scene 
between the Normans and Saxons. It is the dut~l\ of 
two nations, as vigorous, as animated, as passionate, 
as the conflict of the interests of individuals. 
The char act er s are historic types. As in di vi duals, 
they a.re em!)hasiz ed as 1 i ttl e as po ssi bl e; thes- ar~ 
all collective individuals. Cedric represents the 
i:ndependence and loyalty of 'the Old Sa.xon Thanes. He 
is a type and an essential historic type. In Kim is 
revi·1ed all the race of Franklins who with indignation 
and fury obstinately fought against the Normans. It 
-is true of all the other characters that each is a 
43 
representative and not an indi Yi dual. 
'If we once know Scott's characters, it is impossi-
ble to confuse them or to forget them. Slight or 
profound, superficial or intense, their first quality 
i s i n d e ed 1 i f e. And they are living from the most 
illustrious to the mo Rt obscure, minstrels and val et s. 
du ch es s and p ea san t , wi "''es , s er van t s as w el 1 a s 
masters; Gurth and Wamba as well as Cedric, Ivanhoe, 
or Richard; the ignoble Tony Foster and Michael 
Lambourne a·s well as the cold and seducing Leicester 




or his gracious so:ver"ign ~izabeth. There are no 
false elegances nor ridiculous conventions, nothing 
which suppress es the per sona.l i ty or reduces the man 
to be nothing but a role or a manikin, but indi .. ridual a 
vigorous and brave, sometimes tragic and grotesque, as 
44 
the situation calls for.' His characters, to what-
ever age he transports them, are his neighbors---
farmers, lords, gloved gentlemen, .foung marria.gabl e 
ladies, all l!lore or less commonplace characters of 
every age and condition from baron to fisherman; 
ad"TO cat e to beggar; 1 ady to fi sherwoman. 'Wh'o do es 
01· 45 
not see them coming from every niche memory---The 
A 
Baron of Bradwardine, Dominie Sampson, Mag Merrili es, 
The Antiquary, Edie Ochiltree, Jeannie Deans und her 
t 
f ath~r-- ... innkeepers, shopkeep er s---an entire people. 
Taine continues: 'Most of these good folks are comic. 
Our author makes fun of the.'11, br-ings out their little 
deceits, parsimony, fooleries, pretensions, and the 
hundred thousand ridiculous circumstances with which 
their narrow sphere of life never fails to endow them. 
Mark~rhow the author srnil es and without malevolence. 
He is never bitter. i!e loves men from th~ bottom of 
his heart, excuses and tolerateg them; does not 
..................... " .............................. . 
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punish vices out unmasks them and that not rudely _.• 
Scott was especially successful in his portrayal 
of young women. In this respect, says lvi:aigron, .his 
imagination is Shakespearian. The characters are 
fragilp, and char.iaing in their indecisiYeness, yet they 
stand out very decidedly. Where does one find in our 
literature before Roman ti ci sm, says Ilaigron, coquetry 
more alluring, roguishness more coquettish than that 
of Catherine Seyton in her first conversation with 
Roland Graerne? But to Maigron the moat charming of 
all the women is certai11ly Amy Robsart. Like the 
heroines of Shak~speare, she is lovingly faithful and 
devoted until death. She lives only for her adored 
Leicester, to pl ease him, to see him laugh. For her 
the grave anci moral writer depw:ted from his habitual 46 
r eser":e. His heroines are always touching and 
47 
above all correct. 'Scott had loYed in his youth 
Will emina Bel ch es. The 1 ove affair influenced his 
later life very much.· It is of h~r that we r~ad in 
tne Lay of the Last Minstrel, Roke~ by, ,, and Red-
48 
g3untlet.' Balzac, in the preface to the Human 
Comedy, says of Seo ttt s portrayal of women-- -his 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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opinion does not agree with that of other Frenchman---
•scott was obliged to conform to the ideas of an 
essentially hypocritical country. He has been false 
to humanity in his pain ting of women because his 
models were schismatic.' "La femme pro t es tan t e n' a 
pas d' ideal." Chateaubriand compares Scott with the 
auth~r of Clarissa ~farlowe• 'Walt~r Scott did. not, 
]ike Hichardson, dwell upon the interior phases of 
character; he rJreferred to reproduce the exterior 
phases of his charact~rs. . His imagination in this 
direction has great charm, especially in the pictures 
49 
of Isaac and Rebecca. ' 
Hut that which was of more influence than Scott's 
ability to portray character was his power of descrip-
ti on. His description of character, 8Cenes, and events 
is dramatic, realistic, and full of ''local color''. 
It was Scott who ga"tre to the no'91el its dramatic form. 
Faul Feiral affirms that1 
i dl:e du roman actuel, il 
''Si Richard son trouva 1' 
/ / / ... 
~tai t reser .. 1e a Walter ;-~cott 
de 1 ui donner sa forme drarnatique ou, pour parl er 
mi eux, sc eni que." The historic no Yel s up to this 
time had been only autobiogra:phi es or the auto-psy-
chology of the protagonists. 13 u t Sc o t t pl ac ed i n 
37 
his novels a new type as lively, as animated as the 
others were inert and lifeless. Dramatic interest 
abounded in these new characters. The Re~1ue Francaise , 
de Charles IX 
in speaking of the Chroni :._que says, "Les personna.ges 
(\ 
sont perpetuell ement sur la sc~ne, ou il .s se meuvent 
s an s 1 ' ai de de 1 ' au t e ur ; c ' est to u t e 1 a fag on 
dramatique de Walter Scott". These char act er s, says 
Maigron. are the actors themselYes of the no~1els; they 
become our companions, who live before us for their 
own sakes---and our greatest pleasure. If they speak 
no one translates their words for us. We receive 
them from their own mouths .without interf erring with 
their originality or wisdom. He adds further, "Une 
p . 
joi s er ~es et mis en sc~ne, il s s e d~vel opment de par 
Ji 
la force et la logique seul es de 1 eur caractere, aussi 
c:h~.s 
independants de J. eur pere que~heros de traged.ie ou. de 
comedi e." 
'n1rough the influence of U1e characters. the dia-
l ague became dramatic. In · making the dialogue, the 
principal part. Scott has made his novels more dramatic. 
Rarely has one shown in the art of story-telling more 
vivacity or more drama.tic quality. Maigron expres~es 
the opinion common to all Frenchmen, that 'Scott gives 
to us the sensation of ~veryth_!ng he touches. He 
38 
renders his characters concrete and living.' To 
Maigron one of the dramatic incidents in Q,uentin 
:!)urward is -'-ho ..,._ ....... scene in which ~uentin himself first 
appears. Of thi s in ci dent he say s , 'You see the 
young and fiery Seo tchman ad"rnncing f earl es sly upon 
the bank of the Somme seeking a ford. Two men who 
appear to nim as good citizens are talking quietly on 
the other ~i1e. He calls to them and upon the advice 
of one of them enters the water. But the :vi ver is 
Yery deep and he is forced to swim "'rigorously. Hav-
ing al mo st reached the bank he cries out, 'di acourt e-
ous dogs, why did you not answer me when I asked if 
the river coul. d be forded?' One of the men was 
Louis .. \I. Another scene Maigron considered dramati-c 
and picturesque was that in which ~uentin saved.a man 
about to be hung and was almost put to death himself 
by French soldiers who considered him a friend of the 
culprit. 
The no~el s al so became dramatic by the di stri bu-
t 1 on and arr ang E?.In en t of s c en es • To Victor Hugo the 
most dramatic scene is in ~uentin Durward, when Loais 
XI and the Duke of Burgundy whom " the wisest councilol'"s 
ha7e never been a.bl e to reconcile, are reconciled by 
an act of cruelty which one imagines and the other 
39 
executes. lt'or the first time they laugh together 
cordially and with pl easur e; and that 1 a ugh effaces 
for a moment their discord. Vi ct or Hugo al so says, 
'We have heard cri ti ci sed as hi deo11s ~--id r e'rnl ting 
the painting of the orgy. It is in· our opinion 
one of the most beautiful chapters of the book. 
Walter Scott ,having undertaken to paint this famous 
brigand surnamed the Sangli er des Ardenn es, would have 
failed in his picture if he had not excited horror • 
. \ given drama must al ways be entered into frankly and 
one must seek in it all sorts of things.' Mai gron 
says there are paees and e"1en chapters which one 
might quote from Scott's works, showing his great 
dramatic a.bil i ty. 
Another quality of Scott's descriptions io their 
realism. This adds much to the dramatic fore e of 
scenes, events, and characters. Scott is a nov·elist 
of customs equal to Di ck ens. In Vla"terl ey, Guy 
MannP.ring, Rob-Roy, the Antiquary, he has painted 
with most admirable sincerity Scotch life as it was 
in the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth 
centuries; he deRcribed its lands and forests, cos-
tumes and customs; types of character from the gen-
tleman to the small b~u.rgois and peasent, to the 
good citizen of the city or village. This may be 
seen in the beginning of The Antiquary, the pretty 
scene in the street bet ween two tra.~1ell e:c s waiting 
50 
for the stage. 
It was one of the characteristics of Scott's 
40 ' 
novels that they picture life as it is, paint men of 
aJ.l varieties of passions and circumstances and in 
these paintings and true representations there is no 
intrusion of his own impressions or his own personal-
i ty. He thinks that in all times, human passions 
haYe been the same, that from century to century, the 
opinions, sentiments, ha.ve not differed. He has given 
to men their true custu111s and to evetlts their true 
col or. "Tout ce qu' il voyai t, tout c e qu • il 
ent enda.i t, 1 es modmdr es inci dens de sa vie 1 ui 
servaient a mieux comprendre les hommes et les choses 
d' autrefois, et a donner ~. ces fictionsun a.ir de 
51 
r §ali t~." Scott's description is not a vague 
generality. We see the characters' eyes, the most 
beautiful in the world; features the most regular. 
We know the color of their hair, the particular grace 
of their smile, their charms, their appearance, 
nothing is forgotten. Scott makes fun of his cha.r-
acters, brines out their little deceits, vulgaritiP.s, 
and the hundred thousand circumRtances of ridicule with ....................................................... 
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wl1ich their narrow sphere of life never fails to endow 
them. Mark how the author smiles and without mal evo-
1 enc e. He i s n ever bi t t er • 
To render them more lifelike the writer has neirer 
52 
forgotten to describe the±r costumes in detail. 
Stendhal says, "Il n' ya pas de personnage dont le 
C08tume ne soit d~crit, avec un detail une minutie qui 
53 
impateentai ent. 0 The coarse dress of Gurth, the 
varigated habit of Wamba make an integral pa.rt of 
th · h · ~ .c- • · tn' em · . eir :p .. yc:;1ognomy an .... 1.1xes in our memory. It 
is the same with the yellow bonnet of Isaac or-&!' the 
cor~a.ge of gold of the beautiful Rebecca. At the 
name of Quentin Durward, you see again the blue cap 
surmounted by a plume of an eagle, the embroidered 
scarf and the vel "let jacket of scerl et. 
and his splendid habit, Louis XI and his small retinue 
of needy bourgoi s as well as the skin of the wild boar 
with which Quill a.ume de 1 a Marek co Yer s his should er s, 
all these details make an image and give each physiog-
54 
omy its distinctive cha.racter. In the picture of 
the murder o·f the Bi shop of Liege, cl ea1:, vigorous, 
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brightly colored and poi.a:erful, nothing is lacking. 
One sees the scene unroll its elf, the group tumul-
tously agitated around the fierce and hideous 
Sanglier des Ardennes, the whole ~vent annimated and 
li ~tEl.lY. "Elle a surtout un e saveur, un e fr an chi se 
d e r ~al i sm e. " Of this realism in Scott's description 
Victor Hugo says, 'Certainly th~re is something bizarr·e 
and marvelous in the talent of this man who disposes 
of his work as the wind d.isJ..·Q.ses __ of a leaf; who has the 
r ead er :, at hi s pl ea s ur e in al 1 pl a c es and at al 1 ti m p s , 
as Well 
unYeil s the most secret recesses of his heart·,/\ a.s the 
most mysterious phenomena of nature, as the most ob-
scure page of history; whose imagination dominates all 
imaginations; describes with the sruiie astonishing 
truth the rags of the beggar and the robes of the 
king, shows all the charms, adopts all the dresses, 
speaks all their languages; 1 eaves to the physiogomy 
of centuries that which the wisdom of God has placed 
55 
unchangable and eternal in their traits.' 'rhi s is 
truly the 'loc:ll color' which was one of the princi-
pl 2 s of the new school and one of the essentials of 
its organization. Scott by his admirable choice of 
detail creates from the first page the special 
atmosphere to which each belongs • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... · ......................... . 
····;;:·~ugo: Quentin Durward. 
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brilliant court of s.lizabeth, a varigated world; the 
terrible co11trast between the court of France and the 
court of Bourgogn e. 
Mai gr on summarizes the matt er thus: 0 Ain si 1 e 
milieu explique to1A.jou1·s admlrabl ement 1 es personnages~ 
He adds: "Mais le plus beau tfunoignage qu' on en 
puisse apporter, c' est encore~ ce magnifique Ivanhoe 
qu • il faut 1 e demander. Tout 1 e monde conna.i t la 
56 
fo~~t du premier chapi tr e." Scott's pictures are 
all founded upon reality. He knows the placP. which 
he describes and the e~rents which ha"re taken place 
there. The characters are well cirawn and well sus-
ta.in ed. It is the lii.rin3 painting of customs which 
1 eaves upon 1..he no"tel s of Scott a singular effect of 
originality. Rcott has a great art, he excites 
laught~r, h~ arouses pity almost at the same tirne. 
He knows all the distinctive trai tf-3 of similar object~; 
the outlaw Hatte1·aick does not resemble at all the 
outlaw Muckl eak, the Bohemian of Guy r.'iannerine; differs 
entirely from the sorcer ·er in ~he Bride of LammermoDr. 
The "lo cal col or'' was_ the cause of Augu~tin e Thierry' s 
admiration for Scott. Bruneti ere says Scott and 
Chateaubriand nwer e the fir st to realize this very · 
simple point, that the feelings or ideas of a contem-..................................................... 
56. Maigron. 96. 
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porary of Louis XIV differed in se"rern.l respects from 
the ideas or feelings of a contemporary of Dagobert 
or Chil p eri c. And it does not appear to have been 
surmised before them. !Jo cal color is a. literary 
.p.. 
acquisition of Romanticism ... L ~.mai tr e says, "Eh 
bien, c• est ca'la coleur locale' dans le th~~tre 
) 
romantique; c' est ca et pas autre ·. chose ••••• On peut 
lire la suite avec r~cit impersonnel au contrair~, cet 




THE SUCCESS OF WALTER SCO~I'T IN FRANC~ 
Reception of his Novels-- -!;ea sons for his success---
Infl uence Upon Fr~nch Wri ters---Hi s Aid in Develop-
ing French Romanticism. 
The French have been much interested in Scott as 
the founder of the Romantic School, as well as the 
Creator of a new type of literature. No foreign 
writer had ever been so popular in France. One of 
the first French works to mention Scott was The 
Voyage of a Frenchman in ~ngla.nd by Simond, 1816. 
From 1820 - 1830 there was no .B,rench author's name 
as well known and as g],orious as that of ·scott. The 
Diable Boiteux of April, 1816. mention3 the fact that 
an opera, Guy Mannering, had been given in Co,¥{Yent 
Gard en, but as yet the noYel o.f that name wan unknown 
in France. However, the next month the Annal es 
Poli ti q ue s, Mo·r:a1. es £!:.. Litt ~r air es d e"To t. 'ed . ·ef gh t 
columns to the discussion of this work. This was 
the first serious attention that a French Journal had 
g i v en to any no 7 el of Sc o t t • This same Journal 
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published in July, 1817, oontain s a review of t:ne 
:Puritain's d' Ecosse lOld Mortality). Al ::JO an 
analysis of this same work appeared in the Journal 
des D e bat ~ of Nov em b er , 1 81 ? • ------ From this time, Walt er 
Scott•s popularity in France began. I t can b e sai d 
that from 1818 the name of Scott was frequently men-
tiohed in all the periodicals, that were of mo st im-
portanc e. They are fill ~d with enthusi as tic and 
unreserved appreciation. Each new novel at its 
appearance was praised by all the journals. In 1820, 
Victor Hugo wrote his prai ~e of Walter Scott. Al~ .... -· 
though it war:-J the admiration of a very young man, it 
was not equalled by that of any of ilis contempoi-·aries. 
'During this time, 1820 - 1830, the French press wrote 
very much of the great Scotchman. Wri t er s di d not 
spare their praises· and the public turned all its 
5? 
attention to him. 'rhe Globe of December 1824, 
announced that a bust of Scott had been brought to 
France and that it should be co pi ed. 
In 1825, lyric verses began to appear c e.l ebr:l ting 
Scott's irl~egrity, influence, and his place in France. 
From his works musicians drew subjects for their operas 
...................................................... 
57. Maigron. 113. 
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and artists Sli'OJ ects for their pictures. After his 
death his charm remained • Lacr et ell e in his 
. Testament .E.hil_osophique _tl litt~raire, 1840, placed 
him among the historians and philosophers. 'It 
would ·be impossible to count those among the present 
generation who owe their purest joy to Walter Scott's 
noYel s. His place is as marked in the hi story of 
French literature as in his own country. The reason 
for this profound success was, first, Scott's contrast 
to :F'r en ch taste; and, second~ his great originality. 
{Mai gr on.) 
:Prench li ter·ature of the Restoration completely 
lacked imagination. One of the proofs of this was 
that it was very difficult to distinguish one writer 
from another. There was no originality but always 
58 
the imitation of some pretended model.. The cos-
tum es sometimes varied, but the characters remained 
al ways the same. "I . tt // ,eui· s passions son ernperees et 
A / I ' 
l eur s gait es d ec en t es; 1 ' . t d . /t/ d . e spr·1 · e so c1 e e a a o uc1 
1 es asp eri t es natur ell es, a.1·rondi l es angles, cont enu 
59 
t 
~ -!'° • ., • , e o. 1 s c 1 pl. l n e l • humeur. •• Maigron adds: "Per-
sonnages insipides et d' une insignificance parfait~, 
I "' tous coul es dans 1 e meme moul e conventionnel et de 
.................................................... 
58. Maigron. 157. 
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la plus odieuse banalit~, fantomes vagues, incolores 
et froids, sans caract~re et sans vigueur, sans rcli ef 
ni personnalit~; sans mouvement, •et sans vie, voila 
done tout ce qu' avai t su produire cette li tt~i·ature 
60 
de la Hestauration et de l' "B)npire." The Frenc:P. 
:public cared more for intrigue and with this they had 
been fed. Into the m;dst of auch conditions came the 
clean and fresh works of Scott, full of life and imag-
ination. "Parmi 1 es brillantes quali t~s 0 , said 
Hoffman, "qui di stinsuent 1 e tal 1=mt de sir Walter Scott, 
on peut mettre 1 t imagination au premier rang; c' est 
beaucoup sur taus ceux que ont 
par l'h. que cet e'cri ~1ain 1' ~mporte deAcouru la meme 
61 
carri ere depui s un si 'eel e •• , 
It is this imagination in the characters which 
explains the prodigi-o u.s success of Walter Scott and is 
the reason that Hugo, Dumas, Yigny, Balzac, and 
Stendhal lo"red him so passionutely • so religiously 
62 
saluted him as a model and as a master. 
Scott was original in dialogue a.s well. "C' est," 
says Maigron, "sa plus grande originalite' et son 
triomphe.,.,la part~e de son art dans laquelle on ne lui 
a j amai s connu d' au tr e rival qu~ Shakepear e. u He 
adds 'Walter Scott knows how to make all his characters 
~peak, take all tones, and at the same time he observes 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
60. Maigron. 162. 
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the characteri sties belonging to them' ••••• "Les 
personnages parlent sou7ent par plaiser de parler, 
1 eur barvardage ai t aux y eux du 
sans que"l p,cteu1" d t autr e excuse que sa Yer .. ;e et son 
63 
int~r~t, c' est-a.-d.ire son naturel P.t son originalit~~ 
"C' est la peinture vivante de ces ni.oeurs, "declares 
Victor Hugo, "qui r{pand. sur 1 es romans de sir \'/alter 
Scott une singuli~re tei nte d' originalit.~". The 
effect of Scott's originality upon French taste of 
the time is indicated by Alexander Dumas in his 
~fomoir s. The first no"tel by Scott which he read 
was Ivanhoe. Accustomed to the insipid intrigues 
of 1villle Cot tin, it waf3 di ffi cult at fir st to become 
accustomed to the rude naturalness of Gurth and to 
the drollery a f Wamba. But after the author had 
introduced Dumas into the dining room of the Old Saxon, 
after he had SP.en the food upon the oak table, when 
he saw the family of the thane take their seats at 
this table; when he saw tsaa.c with his yellow bonnet 
appear, his daughtel' Rebecca with her 'corsage d' 
or'; when he i1ad seen the rude blows of tl1e lance and 
the sword at the tournament at Ashby; then he said, 
"little by little the ima.ges,which had hedgP.d my vi.ew, 
arose and I commenced to pel"Ceive other horizons." 
........................... --. ......................... . 
63. Maigron. 225. 
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De Barante in the Re~ue f:cancaise of !larch, 1829, says: 
''Ce sent 1 es grands succ~s de Walt er Scott qui ont 
rendu nos auteur}3 si amoureux des rnoeurs, des costumes, 
des ~poques hi storiques." 
This contagious e.xampl e of Walt er Seo t t made more 
than one young imagination dream of thousands of guineas 
64 
and a ~uropean glory. From 18~~0 to 1830 the novels 
of Scott r~ceived in France an extraordinary enthusi-
asm. Ros ieres writes in the Re-...rue critique: •our 
secondary au.thors, who have not enough talent or orig-
inality to do as good work or better, in imitating 
the1n (Scott's no ·1el s) follow their form rind succeed 
only in e;iving some mediocre imitatiuns. Our writers 
of talent and of too muc~1 originality to copy them, 
simply transform them into types more or 1 ess di ff er-
65 
ent.' One can scarcely ha .. re an idea of the Scott-
iroguA of w.hi ch the year 1827 marks the climax. It is 
found in the costumes, in the fashions. in furnishings, 
upon the front pages of magazines and upon advertise-
66 
ments of theat~rs. 
Hall ay. in a r e"Ti ew of llai gron' s work upon Seo tt 
and Roman ti ci sm, feels that he is at tiroes too enthusi-
.................................... ,. ................ . 
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he 
astic in his admiration for Scott, yet~(Hallay) 
writes 'One who has not read much of Walter Scott 
will have trouble in imagining how great has be~n his 
vogue in France &nd how profound has been his influ-
ence upon French 1 etters. The name of Walter Seo tt 
ought to have a prominent place in a history of our 
I.it eratur e. Maigron shows that before the Waverl eY 
Novels, the historical novel did not exist in France 
and that the Scotch writer h8.s been with us the 
initiator of a new type. He shows th~ imitation of 
Walter Scott in Cinq Mars, La Chro~1ique du Ter.nps de 
Charles IX,Les Chouans, Notre Dame de Paris. More-
o.,,er, neither de V:igny, Merfim~e, ..Balzac, nor Victor 
Hugo ha·s ·: ever thought of concealing that which they 
have taken from Walter Seo tt.; on many occasions th eY 
6? 
haYe acknowledged themselves his di sci pl es." 
Balzac in th~ preface to his Com~di e Humaine 
acknowledges his debt to Seo tt. 'How to render the 
drama inte:cesting to three or four thousands of people 
in a giYen social group-:· ••• If I could conceive the 
importance and the poetry of this hi story of the human 
heart, I would. not see any means of executing it; for, 
up to our Apoch the most celebrated authors have sperit 
their talent in creating one or two typical characters, 
52 
in painting one phase of life. It was with thi s 
thought that I read the works of Walter Scott ••••.• 
Walter Scott, this modern inventor, imprinted a 
very great charm upon a type of composition, unjustly 
called secondary ••••• el e"Tated the no"Tel to the 
phil o so phi c value of hi story •..•• Fie has placed here 
the spirit of ancient times, he haB united at one 
time the drama, dialogtu~, portraiture, landscape, 
description; he has placed in these no"Tels the 
marvelous and the true, these elements of the epic 
po em ••••• But he did not join one compo si ti on to the 
other in such a way as to co~rdinate them into a 
complete history, in which ~ach chapter has been a 
no"rel and ea.ch noyel an epoch. In perceiving this 
defeat in the work, which does not render the Scotch-
man 1 ess great, I saw at the time a fa .. rnrabl e system 
of executing my work and t:1e po ssi bil i ty of doing it.' 
Hans d' Islande is the first serious imitation of 
Walt er Seo t t in France. It is not an historical 
novel, but it is wi-·i tten in the dramatic style of 
68 
Scott. 
Maigron declares that it is impossible to consider 
the hi storl c~.:Q no"lel in France in the nineteenth cen:.. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• !_• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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tury without giving a large share of attention to the 
author of 'f]b.e Abbot, of Q,uentln Durward, and of Ivan-
hoe. He continues "C' est lui le vrai fondateur du 
g en r e , et d. e 1 8 2 0 a 1 8 3 0 et a-u. d. el a , to u s no s 
~crivains ont subi son heureuse influence. Q,u' ils 
l' aYouent ou non---il s l' avoilent en g~n~!·al---ils H' 
ont :eu 1ue 1 ui pour model e. Si Vi gny, Merim~e, Balzac, 
Hugo, et taus les inconnus qui les ont prec~d~s, comme 
aussi 1 es romanci er~ oubli es ·qui 1 es ont sui vis, 
diff~rent se profJnd~ment des La Calpren~de ou des 
Courtilz de Sandras, c• est pour avoir connu, prati-
q u 6 , i .tni t ~ 1 es ' Wa Yer 1 y No .. , el s ' • Walter Scott est a' 
u.. 
1 t origine de 1 eur tRl ent, ~t de 1 eUl'S 0 e"'lres, meme de 
A 
cell es qui parai ssent 1 es pl us oppos~es a la mani ere 
69 
I . " e co s f3 ai s e. 
Walter Scott is more than a memory: he remains an 
influence. A great literary success is manifest 
al ways by an influence, and it is very :rare that an 
?O 
original spirit c.loes not draw a crowd of imitators. 
''Il s pull ul ent comrne 1 es vol ~es d' insect es ~cl o s un 
71 
jour d' ~t~ dans la v~getation surabo:Ya:iante." 
Readers who care for poetry and l>yrics prefer 
Lord Byron; but Vval ter Scott clraws to himself serious . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
69. Jfaigron. 10. 
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men and reasonable women, motners who seek suitable 
and int~resting literature for their sons and 
daughters, dramatic authors who take from him 
subjects for their plays, t:-ie authors of hi sto:c:ical 
works who see in t.ni s Romancer t.ne forerunner, the 
r e"Teal er, the initiator of a radical reform in the 
style of writing ?ii story, a reform which is reflect-
ed in the works of Augustine Thierry and of Barante. 
As Balzac says, Wal t er Seo t t has gi Yen to Bar a.I1 t e 
and to 'rhi erry the taste for col or, the pasai on of 
life. 
Guy Ma.nnoering inspired La Sorciere of Ducange; 
Souli e planned to base a work upon Old Mortality and 
upon Kenilworth; Ducange found a drama from The Bride 
of r~ammermoor; Ancelot owes to Scott his Olga; 
Gombaux took from the Chronicles of the Cannongate 
La Vied' un Joueur; La Quittance du Diable, an un-
7:~ 
published work by Mus set, imitated Redgauntl et. 
Maigron remarks "On comprend qu• il s a.i ~nt sJci te 
" de si vifs enthousi asmes-----et que tout de suite 1 es 
Q.i s,:ipl es de 1 t Bco ssai s ai ent ~t~ 1 esion". 
Edmond Est eYe writes in his work Byron et 1 e 
..................................................... 
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Roman ti a:ne Francai s: 'Tile infallibility of the 
classic doctrines were now doubted and Chateaubriand 
had already enlarged the means for those disposed to 
give every liberty to their imagination and to their. 
language, when the productions of two foreign writers, 
Walter Scott and Byron. imraded France in 1816. One 
saw only their portraits upon the boulevards, only 
73 
their vol un1es in boudoirs.' J. J. Coulmann, when 
visiting Byron, ~aid to him, "Walter Scott et vous 
fai tes fureur en .b'rance •••.• Nos boul eYards sont 
cou"rerts de son portrait et du vO'tre 0 • 
'Walter Scott was about 1820 the uncontested 
master of the French noYel. . I ...i V' !!erirnee anu. igny' 
Victor Hugo and Alexand~r Dumas took from him the art 
of mingling truth and fantasy, the real and the 
imaginary, of portraying character, of coloring a 
deacription, of conducting a narrative, and of draw-
ing out a dialogue. 'i'he fo u.nd er himself. or, if you. 
please, the rene-.r;er of the realistic noirel, has 
placed his undertaking under the patronage of the 
English "tory-t ell er, and. has inscribed hi '3 nan1 e on 
?4 
the base of t.:1e monument. ' 
'With Notre-Dame de Paris th~ author takes 
" ' . 1 t t" . " h exclusively for a patron L il us re a.n iqua1re w o 
• e • # A ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 •••••••••••••••• 
73. ··.s.0 Esteve: Byron et le Romantisme :sirancais. 
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c.; r a~ :i e :.n.. j_ e 1 ' hi !=; t •.) i r e et 1 ' i n t ~ r et pr es 9 an t du 
?5 
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roman".' De Sacy r~!lar~ed "Les nomn le Schill~r, 
tions aYec ceux ~ie Gha~espec.i.re, de 13.)D.ron, et de Vial ter 
·3co t:.". 
T!lP. n-J·1el s of Scott ntart ~d t 11e Romantic 1'4o .. tement,. 
a 
which was U ttl e lat~ in France. His wor~s had in 
/\ 
Frrince a ·;ogue resemblin~ ''l' enjow1ent'', the precision 
and .. ,:tri ety of the loG;tl coLH ma~inc;; th~ p1·L1d pul 
r:ieri t. But what profound knowl ed.~e of the hwnan 
h~art, wil:·\t ·rast eruJ.i ti on, w:ut poetry, what exact 
rept·odu.ction of customs, ·w:-iat power of Jescriptior.1. 
and of c11aracterL:~tion! (Esteve.) It is true that 
t!1e !1~,rels before Scott had some rornaniic elPments, 
but it is to him tn:1t romu.ntl ci CJts owe their fame; 
romanticists great or nmall, obscure or illustrious 
from AJ.fred d.e Vigny to Paul Ferroix, .Frederic -
Suul ~e to 3al zac. I t i s j u s ti c e tu r en ci ei · t :--ii s Gr e '..l t 
foreigner his title to glory, to renct~r to Ca~sar that 
76 
which bPJ.l'>nGs to Caesar • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Chapter VI. 
'l'he place held by Walter Scott in French Liter-
ature has been without precedent. No other foreign 
write~ has gained such success in France. He is the 
acknowledged founder of a new typ~ of literature, the 
historical no v-el. To French Literature. which was 
full of monotonous intrigue. of contemporary life, 
cowrentional characte:r.·s and lifeless description, • 
Scott brought true representation of events of past 
ages, living character~, a '"li'"1id and refreshing 
imagination in the narration of events, in the pre-
sen-tation of character·, and the dialogue. It is, 
as Maigron has said, impossible to treat of the 
historical novel in France without gi Ying a 1 arg e 
share of attention to the author of The Abbot, of 
~uentin Durward, and of Ivanhoe. Mor-;over, Scott 
aided Fr en ch Romanticism to know itself. 
became models for many imitators, especially for the 
greatest French writers of the nineteenth century; 
' ""' 11/r I • / ~ 7 Hugo , :Oumasnp e ... e, l ll1er1T!lee, anu. "i gny, in th ~i r 
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historical novels. Balzac owe:3 to Scott the 
inspiration for his great work. In this respect 
Scott is considered by the French the source of the 
modern real i stt:c no":Tel. It was his exactitude in 
the small est details, before considered too common-
place for Literature, that Balzac followed in his 
r eal i s ti c no .. , el • 
In the .minds of the French, Scott had al so gi "Ten 
an added interest to history; he had rorng.nticized it. 
Scott held for these reasons a place as high in 
French I.Ji teratare as in English. Mai gron, one of 
the greatest authorities on Scott and one who has 
studied his subject carefully, says, "Sa place est 
marqu~e dans 1' hi stoire de la li tt~rature fran9ai se 
aur.-rni R-€ttement que dans cell e de son propre pays.,. 
In the material aYa.il able for this study, one 
paragraph was found on Scott as a critic---in the 
Journal~ Sa .. rants, December, 1827, by Ilaynouard. 
"Le public, accoutum~ dep:tr~s longtemps ~ applaudir 
dans 1 es romans de sir Walter Scott ce talent 
original qui 1 es di stingue, cett e imagination 
f~conde et Yari6e dont les cr~ations hardies ne s' 
~lo i gn ant pas d ~ 1 a n at U!' e , et s ur tout de 1 a 
vrai semblance qu' est pour 1 es romanci ers ce que la 
59 
.. ,~ri t~ est pour 1 es hi sturi ens, a admirer cet a.rt 
heureux d' attacher aux persormR-ges ~t aux ~vlnemens 
i.m vif int~ret par 1' ~nergi e, la fid~li t~ ou la 
. , 't' "!ii. t t 1 1 s1ngu .... ar1 e de caracteres, par 1 es con ras es es p us 
frappans et 1 es mi eu..x combin~s, par 1 es situations 
qui exci tent et souti en nent la curio si t6, par une 
peintur~ de moeurf3 q,ui, plus ou r!loiae ~xR.cte, 3alon 
les temps et selon les lieux, est tot.ljours assez vive 
et assez brillante pour s~duire ou charmer le lectaur_, 
enfin cette composition habiJ.e et vaste qui, dans un 
r:wuvement rapide et anim~, r~unit tant de passions 
di v er s es , expr i m ~es av ec for c e, n Uitn c e e e av ec j us t es s e , 
et qui, presque toujours imagin~es par l' auteur, 
sembl ent n' ~tre que la fid~le expresttion de la nature; 
1 e public, di s-j e, i:re constamment occup~ des romanr-: de 
sir Walter Scott, n• a peut-etrt: pa.s fa.it assez d' 
attention au !'!l~~ite particuli er aont 1' illustre 
77 
romancier a fait preuve dans la biographie de Dryden." 
Taine, in discussing Antiqua~ians, writes: ''One of 
them, a n·~,r~ist, critic, historian, and poet, the 
favorite of his age, read O"/er tr1 e whole of Europe, 
was compared and alma st made P.qual to Shakespeare, 
.......................................... ,. " ........ . 
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had more popularity than Voltaire ••• '' 
Taine recognizes Scott as a critic and historian, 
but devot~s his chief discussion to Scott as a 
no~1e1.i st and a po et. He states that "in France 
nearly a million and a half copies of Scott's novels 
?9 
haYe been sold, "et on Yend toujours" • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·, t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





CHROl\OLOGI CAI1 SURV~Y OF FRENCH CRITICISM OF SCO'rT 
1816. Le .. rnyag e d' une Francai s en Angle terr e. Simond. 
(Hot e: The first French work in which ~cott is 
mentioned.) 
Un Op~ra de Guy Mannering. 
{~ Annal es poli tiquJs, moral es, ..tl li tt6rfilM· 
May ? , May 1 6 • J 
1811. Un analyse des Puri tains. (~Annal es. July 24) 
Puri tains d • Eco sse. ( 01 d Mortality} (Journal 
~ D 6b at s. .No "!. 2 8 • ) 
8 9 L ' Off. . d F t t 3 n• / d 1 1 • · i cl er e or un e e '.le 1 a .J:1 l an c e e e 
L arrim erino or • 
(Conser .. rateur litt6raire. Dec. 2.) 
1820. Sur un Choix de po~sies de Byron, W. Scott et 
Moore. 
( MinerYE. it t ~rair e. ) 
1823. Sir Walter Scott et quentin Durward. 
(Le Mercue du XIX si eel e.) Felix Boden. - --
Analyses d~taill~s des romans ou des annonces d• 
editions. 
(Journal~ D~bats. April 28.) 
Voyaged' une JAune Fran~aise en Angleterre et 
en Ecosse penJent l' autome. Blanque, Ad. 
(Note: Ou7rage si~nificatif entre autres pour 
1' influence de Vial ter Scott.) 
1824. On t!le Bust of Scott. 
(~ Globe, Dec tt111ber 2.) 
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18:~5. Voyage hi storique et li tt ~raire en Angl eterre 
et en ~cosse. Pinchot, A. 
Poem on Walter Scott~ Emile Vand.er-Burch. 
1826. Poem on Scott. Cardelli er-Delancue. 
0 n the T al en t of s co t t • 
(Le Globe, NoY. 4. Th~oCl.ore ;!J'ouffroy.) ----
l 8 2 7 • .~ pr. o po s d e 1 a Vi e de Dry d en • 
( Jour!.!.§:b. ~ ~~rants. Dec. Raynouard.) 
Wal t er Sc o t t ' s Vi e de ~Ja po 1 eon Bon a pa.rt e. 
(Pr emi e~ Lundi s. V. 1. July 28. Gain t e-B emre. ) 
On the Talent of Scott. 
(J.e Globe Jan. 13. Theodore Jouffroy.) 
1828. Letter concerning Scott. 
Doudan. I. Apr. 3. 
J.629. Letter concerning Scott. 
Doud 3,n. I • 1'A,ug. 6. 
Sur 1~ "f~rit~ das moeurs des Waverley Novels. 
(~ Revue Francaise. March. Barante.) 
1831. Litte'rature et philosophie M~l&es. Victor Hugo. 
1832. I.a Mort de Walter Scott. 
(Premier Lundis. II. Sainte-.HeuYe.) 
(Le Con!=3ti tutionn~J.. Sept. 30.) 
{ReYUe ~ Faris. Sept.) 
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1834. Du roman historique en France et en Angleterre. 
(~ ne~rue 3rita.nniqus· ~fo"!.) 
183?. La Littfrature anglaiae sous la reine Anne. 
(Hevue ~ ~ 1,:undes. April .VHl emain.) 
1839. De la I.itt~rature anglaise depuis Walter Scott. 
(Re"rue ~ ~ 1fondes. March l .)1h. Chasles.) 
Revue li tte'raire '=t critique de la Li tt6rature 
angl ai se. 
{Revue de9 deux Mondes. Nov. 1, Feb. 15.~h. 
Chasl es.) 
184?. La IJitt~:-ature pseuJo-popula.ire en Angleterre. 






Ini ti a ti on . into I.i terature. Emile Faguet. 
(Transl. by Sir How~ Jordan.) 
Walter Scott et 1 a Princesae de Cl eves. Stend....i-iaJ.. 
(In "Racine et Shakespere".) 
History of Comparati .. re I,iterature. .Fr~d~riclC 
I.Joli ee. 
(Transl. by M. D. Powers.) This date should be 1896. 
/ I Les Eco ssai s en France et 1 es Francai s en ~co sse. 
Frahcesq Ll ~ ].!~i cri ~J. • > 
Le roman realiste contemporain. 
(Revue~~ Mandes. April. Bruneti'ere.) 
L' Esth~tique naturali ste. 
{Re~-~~ Jfondes. Sept. 15. Charles Bigot.) 
1880. Le roman exp~rimen tal. 
(Re"TUe ~ .~ Mandes. Feb. 15. Brunetiere.) 
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1881. L' or1g1ne du roman naturali ste. 
(Revue~~ 1/iondes. Sept. 15. Bruneti~re.) 
I d~es sur 1 e roman ti sme et 1 es roman ti ques. 
(Revue ~ ~ Mandes. July 1. Blaze de Bury.) 
1883. Cl assiques et Roman ti ques. 
(Re .. rue ~~Mandes. Jan. 15. Brunetiere.) 
• 
lie roman naturali ste. Bruneti ere. 
1890. Balzac et 1 es Angl ai s. 
(Journal~ D6oats. Aug. 29. Filon.) 
1 8 9 2 • L e Jo urn al d e Wal t er Sc o t t • 
(Revue des deu."C Mendes. July 1. Val bert.) -------
1898. Le roman hi storique a l' epoque romantique. 
Essai_e- sur 1' influence de Walter Scott. Loui a 
Maigron. 
tNote: This is the largest work on Scott in 
French.) 
Walter Scott et le romantisme franc;ais. 
l Journal ~ D6ba.t s. July 26. Andre Hall ay.) 
Review of Mai gr on' s Work. 
(Revue £.illJ. .. 9 ue £' Hi stair e .tl I..i t t ~l'a t ur e. 
Rouel Rosi ~res.) 
1899. Walter Scott et la Li tt~rature fra.n9ai se. 
(Revue franca.i s e ~' Edinbou;:,g. Louis Mai gron.) 
Le romantisme fran~aiA et 1' influence anglaise. 
(~ g.uinzaine. Oct. 1-16. H. Pol ez.) 
1900. Une nouvelle hi stoire du roman anglai s. 
lRevue d~ ~ ~liondes. April 15 • .b'de. V/yz en.) 
1901. M.1ne de Btafil et 1 e Mouvement romantique. 
(Revue Critique ~ • Hi stoire ~IJi tt 6ratur e. 
v. 52. ¥riedwagner.) A 
1905. Balzac. Andr~ Le Breton. 
1906. Balzac. F. Brun eti ere. 
1914. I'ni ti a ti on in to Literature. .Emil /9 Faguet. 




CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SCOTT'S WORKS: WI'rH THOSE 
MENTIO:NlU.> BY THE FR&~CH STARR~ 
1796. #Translations from the German of Bttrger. 
1?99. HGoetz Von Berlichingen. 
The House of Aspen. 
#Ball ads. 
1502. #Minstrel s;!y of the Scotti sh Border. 
1803. Review of Southey's Amadi s o:r Gaul. 
Review of Sibbald•s Chronicle of Scottish Poetry. 
Review of ~l i A• s .Ancient English Poetry. 
Re.,1i ew of I.ife and Works of Chatterton. 
1804. Sir Tri strem. 
1805. t!The I~ay of the Last Minstrel. 
Review of Godwin's Fl eetewood. 
Review of Report Concerning Ossian. 
Review of Sohnes' Translation of FroiARart~ 
1806. Review of Selections of M~tri cr<l Romane es. 
1 80 8. #Marmion. 
#Life and Works of Joiln Dryden. 
1809. Reiri ew of Cromek' s Reliques of ~urns. 
Review of Southey's Chronicles of the Cid. 
R e"ri ew of Curse of Kehama. 
1810. English Minstrelsy. 
#The I,ady of the Lake. 
Essay on Scottish Judicature. 
1811. #Vision of Don Roderick. 
1813. The Bridal of Tri ermain. 
1814. Life and Works of Jonathan Swift. 
#Wa"1erl ~y. 
Essay on Chivalry. 
Essay on Drama. 
1815. #The Lord of the Isl es. 
#Guy Mannering. 
1816. #The Antiquary. 
Tales of my Landlord. 
The Black Dwarf. 
#Old Ifortal i ty. 
1817. Harold the Daunt! ess. 
Introduction to The Bord er Anti qui ti es. 
#Rob Roy. 
1 81 8 • R e"ti ew of Mr s. Sh el 1 ey ' s Fr an ken st ei n • 
Tales of my Landlord. Second Seri es • 
. #Heart of Midlothian. 
Provincial Antiquities of Scotland. 
1819. Tales of my Landlord. Third Seri es. 
/!cBride of Lammermoor. 
11L eg end of Montrose. 
#Ivanhoe. 
1820. #The Monastery. 
#The Abbot. 
Lives of Nov Ell i st s • 
1821. #Kenilworth. 
#The Pirate. 
1822. Halidon Hill. 
Macduff• s Cross. 
#The Fortunes of Nigel. 
1823. #Pe"reril of the Peak. 
#~uentin Durward. 
Essay on Romance. 
#St. Ronan• s Well. 
1824. #R edgauntl et. 
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1825. Tales of the Crusa.d er s. 
The B etro thal • 
The Talisman. 
1826. #Woodstock. 
1827. #Life of Napoleon Bonaparte. 
#Chronicles of the Cannongate. 
Tples of a Grandfather. First Series. 
1828. Essay on MoJ.i ere. 
#Fair Maid of Perth. 
T al es of a Gr an df a th er • S econ d 8 eri es • 
1829. #Anne of Gl!ierstP.in. 
1830. 
1831. 
History o1 Scotland. 
Tales of a Grandfa.ther. Third Seri es. 
The Doom of Devorgoil and Auchindrane. 
Essaye on Ba.11 a.d Fo etry ~ 
Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft. 
Tal ea of a Grandfather. Fourth Seri es. 
History of Fr3nce. 
History of Scotland. 
Ta!' es of my Landlord. Fourth Seri es. 
#Count Robert of Paris. 




TITLES GIVEN TO SCOTT BY THE PR~TCH 
(Arranged according to frequency of use.) 
L' illustre 6crivain. 
/ 
L' ill ustre Eco ssai o. 
Le grand romanci er. 
Le gl ori eux / etrang er. 
Ij • ill u str.e romanci er. 
/ 
Le grand Eco ssai s. 
Le roma.nci er. 
,/' 
I. ' Eco s sa.i s. 
I. t aut~ur r Eco ssai s. 
, 
Un grand createur. 
Un homme immense. 
Un pein tr e immort el de 1' homnie. 
L' enchanteur prodigue. 
L' amiable bi enfact eur. 
L' Horr! ere du roman hi storique. 
71 
Appendix ]) 
SOME EARLY FH:ENCH TRANSLA'rIONS OF SCOT~ 
The first translation was that of Guy Mannering 
by J. Martin, 1816. 
Other translations which e.pp~ared soon aft er are 
the foll owing: 
01 d Mortality, 181?. 
The Antiquary, 1817. 
Waverley, 1819. 
The Bride of Lammermoor, 1819. 
The Pirate, 1821. 
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Appendix E 
A LI ST OF CHARACT:FRS IN SCOTT'S NOVELS, ~SPECIALI.AY 











I va.nho e 
J eannie D ean s 
J ... eicester 
Louis XI 
Mary Stuart 
Meg Merrili es 
Queen Elizabeth 
Q.u en tin Durward 
•.••.•.•........................... ~ ~ · ................ . 







INDEX OP AU~'HOHS AND WORKS 
Abbot, The, 26, 2?, 28. 53, 5? 
Ainsworth, ? 
Anc elo t, 54 
Andersen, Hans C. 6 
.Annaks, politique.s, morales, ~ litt~~aires, 45 
Anne of Ge\rstein,28 
Antiquary, The. 32, 39, 40 
Balzac, 20, 31, 35, ~a. 51, 53, 54, B6, 58 
Barante, de, 50, 54 
Bfers, H. A. ?, 8 
Bride of Lammerrnoor, T~1e, 1~1. 28, 43, 54 
Brun et i ~r e , 21 , 3 0 , 4 3 
Bul wer-Lytton, 7 
Byron, 8,· 9, 18, 53, 55, 55 
Calprenede, La, 20, 22, 53 
Chateaubriand, 20, 21, 23, 36, 43 
Chouans, Les, 51 
Chronicles of the Cannongate, 32, 54 
Chroniqlle de Charles IX, 51 




Comt.'di e Humain e, La, 35, 51 
Constit.utionnel, ~. 14 
Coulmann, 55 
Count Tiobert of Paris, ~8 
Dickens, 30, 39 
Doudan, 19 
Dtunae-p~re, .AJ. exandre, 7. 20, 27, 28, 48, 49, 55, 5? 
Espronceda, Jose de, 8 
Est~v~, Edmond, 54, 55, 56 
, 
Fague t , Emi 1 e , 1 8 , 30 
Fair Maid of Perth, The, 17 
Fayette, Ma.dame de la, 20 
Ferox, Paul, 56 
Feval, Paul, 36 
Fontaine, Madame cle, 20 
Force, :Viademoi sell e de la, 20 
Fortunes of Nigel, 28 
Freytag, 7 
G~li s, Madame de, 22 
Gi.L Bl as, 20 
Globe, ~. 46, 50 
76 
Goeth .e, 6, 18, 56 
Granada, 8 
Guy Mann erine;, 39, 43, 45, 54 
/ Hall ay, Jmdr e, 28, 50 
Ha.ns d' Isl and, 52 
Heart of Midlothian, 32 
Heine, 8 
Hugo, Victor, ?, 20, 28, 29, 38, 42, 48, 49, 51, 53, 
55, 57 
l7anhoe, 17, 19, 26, 28, 30, 32, 33, 41, 49, 53, 57 
James, G. P. R., ? 
Journal ~ D~b~ts, 19, 28, 46, 48, 51 
Journal , Sc o t t t s , 1 8 
Kenilworth, 8G, 2?, 28, 31, 35, 54 
Kingsley, Charles, 7 
Lacretell e, 47 
Lady of the LRke, 8, 1?, J. 9 
Lay of the I~ast Min'3trel, 35 
Le Breton, A~dr{, 40 
I.egends of the Cici, 8 
Legend of Montrose, 28 
I, emai tr e, 44 
I.esage, ~o 
Lord o f the I sl es , 1 7 
Lussan, Madame de 20 
Maigron, r .oui $ t 12, 14, 19, 22, 23, 
28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 
41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 
53, 54' 57, 58, 59 
1£anzoni , 7 
Marmion, . 8, 1?. 19 
Memoirs d' Homme de . / 20 un .. Q.ua11 te, 
M~rim~e, 7' 20, 51' 53, 55, 5? 
Min str e..l sy of the Scot ti sh Bord er, 
Monaf; t ery, The, 28 
Musset, Alfred ·de, 54 
Notre Darne de Paris, 51, 55 
Old Mortality, l?, 28, 45, 54 
01 ga. t 54 
Pe~eril of thA Peak, 28 
I Prevo st, 20 
Pharamand. 20 
Pr inc es s e d e Cl e .. , es I La I 20 
?? 
24, 25, 26, 27, 
35, 37, 38, 39, 
49, 50, 51, 52, 
16 
Quentin Durward, 17, 26, 2?, 28, 29, 38, 41, 42, 53, 
57 
Radcliffe, Anne, 25 
Redgauntlet, 35, 54 
Reeve, Clara, ~5 
Re~ue Critique£' Histoire ~ ~ Litt~rature, 50 
Revue~~ Mondes, 16, 25, 30, 31, 35, 40 
Re...,ue de Paris, 15 ----
R P7Ue Franc::d s e, 37, 50 
Rob Roy, 39 
Rokce"'by, , J. 9, 3b 
R . ' FlQ o s1 ere~, " 
Sacy, de, 56 
Sa.int e-B eu v e , 9 , 11 • 1 2 • 1 4 
Saint1e' Ronan' s Well, 31 
Samll el , Ren Ef, 13 
Sandras, Courtilz, 53 
Scher er, 7 
Schille!', 18, 56 
Scud e'ry, Georg es de, 23 
Simond, l 9, 45 
Sor c i er e , La , 5 4 
. / Soul i e, 56 
Stal!l, Madame de, 13 
Stendhal, 41, 48 
?8 
79 
Taine, 12, 16, 17, 24, 25, 34, 35, 53, 55, 56, 59, 60 
Tencin, Madame de, 20 
Thierry, Augustine, 43, 54 
To l st o i , Co un t Al exi s , 7 
Val b er t , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 8 , 31 , 4 0 
Vied' un JouAur, La, 54 
Vigny, Alfred de, 48, 51 , 53, 55, 56, 57 
Wal i sz ewski , 9 
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